Prior to coming to a meeting, as a Student Rep you will need to canvass your classmates for comments on the following. These are only a sample of what we would like to know, please feel free to add to the list.

Lectures
- Are you attending the Lectures? If not, why?
- Do you find the lectures help you understand the concepts better?
- Have you studied the lecture notes/handouts? Do you find them useful?

Tutorials
- Does the Tutorial provide you an opportunity to discuss and clarify the course material?
- Does the Tutorial format of working in small groups, facilitate better learning?

Tutor Consultations
- Are you aware of the Help Desks in the E6A Labs on Level 1?
- Have you consulted with a Tutor during these times and have you found this a useful service?
- If you have not, what were the reasons for this?

Practicals
- Are you attending the Practicals and do you find them useful?
- Have you found these classes a good opportunity to practice with a supervisor at hand to assist you?

Assignments
- Have you submitted your assignment/s? If not, why?
- Did you find the assignment relevant to the material covered this far?
- Did you find working on your assignment useful? Did it enhance your understanding of this subject?

Any comments on the following:
- Venues eg Lecture theatres, Tut rooms, Prac Labs
- Textbooks
- Computing Web pages eg Unit Study Guide, Student Info Pages
- Computing Student Newsletter
- Computing Enquiries Desk
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